
WRITING A WEB DESIGN BRIEF

Are you looking to embark on a web design project? Make sure you nail the design brief upfront, and cover off any
important design.

A follow-up discussion should resolve this. What happens if that member of staff leaves the company?
Provide reliable and secure customer journeys. Where possible promote the unique personal history of being a
part-qualified architect. Content marketing â€” i. Even in case you decide not to create a website from scratch
and use a website builder like Weblium instead, writing a web design brief is a must. Do you have any
corporate images, photography or videos? Is your site likely to be targeting people with special needs or
requirements? Step 3. But investing time in a good brief protects you from encountering serious problems later
on down the road. Share on social! Find five websites with the structure and content you like, tell what attracts
you the most and what you would like to change. Sign up What exactly is a design brief? We will discuss the
stages of creating a brief in details below. A good starting point would be to list the following: A couple of
paragraphs about your company The products your sell or services you provide The size of the company â€” e.
Is the market already saturated with competitors? Want to get more of our brilliant blog posts by email?
Creating your form online will give you a more professional and user-friendly final product. Theirs nothing
worse than working on designs and getting to a presentation where you and your client have different
expectations. Web Design Creative Brief Example This is a good example of a simple design brief which can
be customized to suit your brand and style. To make it easier for you, we have picked some good examples of
short and long briefs. Creative Brief Questions Choosing the perfect software and template for a creative brief
is all well and good, but then you need questions. Who participates in design brief writing? The future â€”
measuring your success How will you judge the success of the new website? What product s or service s do
your business provide? State your purpose and describe a target audience You need to understand why you
launch the site, what tasks it is expected to solve, and who will be the users.


